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Thrilled CloudCockpit clients

Azure Daily Consumption Report

Reconciliation information


Automate invoice and payment 

comparisons, ensuring accuracy and 

streamlining accounting processes.

Azure subscription entitlements 

creation


Easily creation and management of 

access permissions for Azure resources.

Financial reporting


Monitor spending, analyze trends, and 

manage risk effectively.

Full API access


Integrate and extend capabilities, 

automate processes, and build custom 

workflows seamlessly.

Multi-tenancy


Efficiently manage multiple clients within 

one platform, ensuring security and 

personalized experiences.

Subscription management


Easily handle provisioning, billing, 

upgrades, and cancellations from a 

centralized platform.

Expiring subscriptions


Track and manage expiring subscriptions 

efficiently to ensure seamless renewals.

And much more

Let us guide you through some of the features


At CloudCockpit, we take pride in offering a diverse range of powerful functionalities. We continuously innovate to 

meet the ever-changing needs of our users. Our platform covers over half of the key features found in Partner 

Center, providing a comprehensive solution for managing your Microsoft partnerships. But we don't stop there. We 

actively listen to our community and add extra features that are identified or requested by our valued users.

Let's take a closer look at some of the highlights that make CloudCockpit an 
exceptional choice for your business:

Why a new version?


The 4.0 version of CloudCockpit is not just an upgrade, it's a complete transformation. This version represents a 

structural and design change with the aim of boosting performance and providing valuable insights to our users.


Our re-engineering work was dedicated to helping our partners adapt to the new NCE rules created by Microsoft. 

We want to support our partners in critical areas such as credit risk handling, automated product and pricing 

updates, subscriptions health check, cancellation, and suspension management, and much more.


We are committed to delivering a robust and efficient platform, empowering our partners to confidently tackle 

market challenges. The CloudCockpit 4.0 version is the next step in this journey, providing an enhanced experience 

and innovative solutions to meet your needs.

Main Dashboard

Value Managed by 

CloudCockpit

> 65 M€
Average Customer 

Business Growth

45%
Empowered tasks by 

using our Platform


>16 000
Microsoft Partners 

using our Platform

> 650

Why CloudCockpit?


Microsoft Direct Partners and Indirect Providers globally, rely on CloudCockpit to optimize their cloud operations, 

invoicing, and reporting through our advanced licensing portal.


Let's talk numbers! This is a very quick tour of our clients data we have collected over the years. This, is what we 

could do for you.

Welcome to CloudCockpit 4.0, where 
simplicity meets innovation.


Our mission is to simplify Microsoft license 

management. We achieve this by automating the full 

provisioning lifecycle, reducing complexity, manual 

effort, and providing data to drive your decision-making 

process.

Simplified

Cloud Management
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